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Roots Rock - Singer Songwriter- combining elements of folk, rock, blues, jazz, country, and rockabilly 5

MP3 Songs ROCK: Folk Rock, ROCK: Roots Rock Details: Bay Chandler "While You Wait" If you're

looking for a PR spin, if you want us to tell you that Selma,Alabama born Singer/Songwriter, Bay

Chandler is the next Bob Dylan, or if want us to tell you That every Rag Tag Music publication in the

country has proclaimed him the next great musical offering,were sorry, but not here. In a music scene

filled with Glamour Power Punk and Nashville's desperate search for a New Rebel, a breath of fresh air is

stirring from a small Alabama town, and finally, here is a sound we can relate too! Twenty Something

Singer/Songwriter Bay Chandler returns from a one year musical hiatus in 2004, delivering the eloquently

tasteful and heartbreakingly bold EP "While You Wait". Produced and Engineered by Jeremy Stephens

(Greg Allman, Aquarium Rescue Unit, Derek Trucks) and backed a unprecedented host of musicians

including: Sherry Cothran Evinrudes, Sherry Cothran) Mickey Buckins (Bob Dylan, Bobby Blue Bland)

Larue Larry (Rueben Studdard) N.C Thurman (Neil McCoy) and Scott Todd (Lenny LeBlanc). With "While

you Wait" Bay Chandler has tapped into the hearts of Blue Collar and White Collar workers everywhere,

by mixing the sounds of Rock, Folk, Country, and Rockabilly, and placing these genres into songs that

discuss Death, Love, Sunday Morning Regret, and The Perils of a War torn World. "When we wrapped up

"While you Wait" I sent several copies to some Fan's and Friend's, I was curious what there thoughts

would be, because my Fan's and Friend's don't sugar coat anything, anyway, when I started getting calls

with the manliest of men,crying on the other end of the phone, and the sweetest of young ladies ready to

rise up and start a revolution no matter what the cause, all I could think was that no matter, what happens

to this CD ("While you Wait") I had succeeded in getting inside the heart's and mind's of the Richest of the

Rich and the Poorest of the Poor, and the dreams I had as a young songwriter, Dreams of simply wanting
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to vicariously spend a little time in everybody's life- had finally started to come true when I least expected

it." What happens to this self contained independent powerhouse remains to be seen, but the facts

remain, after selling of his debut release "Bay Chandler and a Couple of Friends" out of print in just a

matter of months, and making name for himself as a voice for the has been-never will be generation, It's

just a matter of time, before everyone understands the beauty in his normality, It's just a matter of time!

Deacon James For more info on tour dates, booking, swag, and all things Bay, please visit

baychandler.net
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